Session 6 Quiz (Rules 10 & 11)
1.

True or False:
a. A player’s lays his bag on the putting green to shield his line from the wind and makes a stroke. There
is no penalty.
b. By Rule, a person who walks along carrying a player’s umbrella and rain suit is a caddie.
c. By Rule, teammates in different groups on a high school team may give advice to each other during
the round.
d. A caddie purposely touches the putting green in showing his player the line of play. The player incurs
the general penalty.
e. A player who has taken his stance avoids penalty for his partner standing on an extension of his line of
play in the general area, if he backs out of his stance and retakes his stance with his partner off the
line.

2.

In match play, Baile is in with a 4. Jacque has a putt for a 4 (a halve). Baile says, “the putt you have is uphill,
better hit it hard”. What is the ruling?
a. There is no penalty, Jacque will putt for the halve.
b. The hole is halved.
c. Baile loses the hole.
d. Baile is penalized 1 stroke and Jacque now has a putt for the win.

3.

In match play, Doug hits a putt that is heading towards Taylor’s (his opponent) ball on the putting green. While
the ball is rolling Taylor marks and lifts her ball and Doug’s ball rolls over the ball-mark. What is the correct
ruling?
a. Taylor is penalized 1 stroke.
b. Taylor loses the hole.
c. Taylor is disqualified
d. There is no penalty.

4.

In singles match play, Todd’s tee shot deflects off Baile’s bag that was in the rough and goes out of bounds. What
is the correct ruling?
a. No penalty, Todd may cancel and replay his stroke or proceed under stroke and distance.
b. No penalty, Todd must proceed under stroke and distance.
c. Todd loses the hole.
d. Baile loses the hole.

5.

6.

In a stroke play, Jacque ball accidentally strikes her caddie who is standing out of bounds, and the ball comes to
rest in the general area. What is the correct ruling? Old Decision 19-2/3.
a. No penalty and stroke must be replayed.
b. No penalty and the Jacque must proceed under stroke and distance.
c. No penalty, and the ball is played as it lies.
d. 1 stroke penalty, and the ball is played as it lies.
Which of the following (possibly multiple) results in a penalty?
a. An opponent stops a ball in motion that clearly has not chance of being holed for a tie.
b. A player makes a stroke at a ball that has come to rest on a sleeping animal.
c. A flagstick that is removed is deliberately moved by caddie as the players ball is rolling to it.
d. A ball deliberately stopped by a spectator from going into a bunker is placed on the spot in the bunker
where it was estimated it would have come to rest and played.
e. A partner intends to stop the players ball from going into a bunker but misses and does not touch it.

